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Scientific Achievement 
Enumeration of candidate atomic structures of carbon nanothreads, especially 
low energy structures. 

Significance and Impact 
This theory study will aid in the experimental determination of nanothread 
structure, guide modeling of properties, and inspire new directions in 
nanothread synthesis beyond those employing benzene precursor. 

Systematic Enumeration of Carbon Nanothreads 

Research Details 
• 15 nanothreads close in energy to 

the most stable one were 
identified.  

• Materials properties such as 
bandgaps and mechanical stiffness 
were modeled; some nanothreads 
were found to be as strong as sp2 
carbon nanotubes. 

• Euler’s rules for ring counting were 
generalized to guide structure 
design of nanothreads synthesized 
from molecules other than 
benzene.  
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Topology 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Synthesis of carbon nanothreads from slow decompression of solid benzene enriched the family of carbon nanomaterial due to their novel atomic nature and enlightens the foundamental consideration of topochemistry because of the unique reaction path way. The current work identified atomic structures of all possible nanothread, under a certain constrain for simplicity, through the consideration of bonding topology that guides the further engineering of reaction kinetics. Among all 50 nanothread structures enumerated, 3 previous independent preditions were reproduced and 12 others structure were found, some even more favorable energectially, to be relatively close to the stablest structure, thus establishing a large family of nanothread structures. This knowledge of atomic structures will grow into material characterization predictions such as calculated Raman, INS, NMR and PDF spectra, which will help determine the atomic details of the experimentally synthesized nanothreads. It will also derive into material property predictions for application across a broad spectrum, such as the mechanical stiffness as the work did, or thermal conductivity, piezoelectricity, optical properties and field emitting properties under doping, hydrogenation or dehydrogenation for energy storage application and etc.  The topology consideration in the work guides the reaction kinetics consideration, and can easily be modified to built new nanothreads beyond benzene, such as to functionalize the nanomaterial by replacing hydrogen with halogens or substituting benzene with inorganic molecules. 
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